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throughout temperate latitudes. As the climatic trend toward lowered tempemture progressed, 
the mammal fauna adapted to it. 

The subjected least of 
spread extinction, chiefly of Utropical') mammals/ of the high 
calves born in the colder half of the year, and because both young and old perished during 
colder winters. Episodes of dry climate characterized parts of all interglacial ages) but they 
evidently were not sufficiently severe to cause major extinctions. After the last glacial, however; 
severe drought and cold evidently played important complementary roles in extinction of large 
mammals. 

Different degrees of extinction in distant regions (central North America vs. Central Europe) 
and in nearby areas (Argentine pampas vs. adjacent forest-border fauna; central Europe VEl. 

Mediterranean Basin) appear to reflect areal differences in equability, with the highest extinc
tion occurring in areas of lowest equability. 

The rich African ungulate fauna escaped periods of major Quaternary extinction because its 
equatorial position was well removed from the theater of change, and its richest phase inhabited 
a plateau typified by pronounced equability throughout the period. 

Unlike their large contemporaries, small mammals do not show major episodes of extinction. 
They escaped times of lowered equability-and extinction-by retreating into protected habitats 
(burrows, caves, dens, nests») and by their habits or patterns of activity (spring mating, short 
gestation period, polyestry, food gathering). 

INTRODUCTION 

AMPLE EVIDENCE "'''.,.....,.~rn,..,.N and 
(1837, vol. 2, p. extinction of mammals follmved the 
last age. At that time North America lost numerous genera which now exist 
only the Old W orId or in South America (llama, 
or are extinct (dire 

occurred in southern where there are records 
European mammals associated with those now confined to Africa 
hippopotamu.s, J as well as genera now extinct. Similar faunal ]s 
recorded in South and eastern Asia see Flint, 
1957; 1959; In the United radiocarbon and 
archaelogical dates 
culmination of the last 

of extinction commenced with the 
Altithermal 

.1 The term "tropical" is used here more in a popular than in a strictly scientific sense (I.e.) 
chmate with the mean temperature of the coldest month above 64.4°F). Informal usage has 
s~emed desirable because many of the larger animals under consideration-tapir, capybara., 
hIppopotamus, rhinoceros, peccary-are popularly vertebrate paleontologists and 
mammalogists with "tropical" climates, when in fact areas far outside that climatic 
z~ne, and some of them still do if temperatures are not severe. This phenomenon reflects the 
clImatic property of equability, or thermal moderation, and is discussed in detail below. 

It is also recalled that many large mammals \vander widely, whereas 
~onfined in a climatic sense. Owing to the of defining properties for 
III general, it has seemed best to use in the sense of mild climates that 
denizens of as well as (mjld temperate to warm temperate) 
are by the absense of extreme temperatures, and especially low ones. 

[ 1 ] 
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and of Ulan's activities. 

last 
30 -nr,pn,cr.+ of the 

age 
browsers and grazers that 

Genus 

Mammut 
Cuvierom:us 
Mammuthus 
Paramylod()n 
Megalonyx 
N othrotherium 
El'errwtherimn 
Tanupolmnct 
Mylohyus 
Platygonus 
Came lops 
Capromeryx 

Genus 

Equus 
Hydrochoerus 
Tremarctos 

1 

HJLIU1'.l11iLO,D,O) THAT BECAME IN POSTGLACIAL OR DISAPPEARED 

THEN FROM NORTH AMERICA AND SURVIVE ELSEWHERE 

EXTINCT GENERA 

-Common name Genus Common name 

Mastodon Tetrameryx Pronghorn 
Mastodon Arctodus Short-faced bear 
Mammoth Chlamytherium Giant armadillo 
Ground sloth Dinobastis Sabertooth 
Ground sloth Smilodon Sabertooth 
Ground Elath Euceratherium Shrub ox 
Ground sloth Preptoceros Shrub ox 
Llama Bootherium Bovid 
Woodland peccary Cervalces 1..,100se 

Brachyostracon Glyptodon 
Camel Boreostracon Glyptodon 
Pronghorn Neochoerus Capybara 

GENERA NOW EXOTIC TO NORTH Al\1ElUCA 

Common name Present habitat Genus Common name Present 
habitat 

Horse 
Capybara 
Speckled bear 

Asia 
Sou th America 
South America 

Saiga 
Bos 
Symbos 

Antelope 
Yak 
\Y oodland musk ox 

Asia 
Asia 
AEja 

SOCRCE: Hibbard et at., 1905. 

this extinction "we must remember that 
As now the fossil record indicates that about 

mammals recorded from North America did not 
made their last appearance 

in Rancho La Bl'8CUl and 
table . In central 

mammal genera did not survive the first 
of the genera of :Mindel to Riss time did not 

of the genera recorded from the vViirm only 
the sixteen genera and of the post-

in N ortll America 
at the time 0f 

Pa/(J8%J(odo/, [Jr;fiqvus 

1. Important mammals of the middle Pleistoccu8 (Hindel to Riss) 
Europe. All dra-\vn to same scale. Of the species, seven 

belong to extinct genera (Palaeoloxodon, Mmnmontc1tS, Dolicho-
dOTYCCTOS, M egaceTos, SoergeZia, and H omothcTium). Seven are Recent species which 
differ from forms, and the remaining thjrteen represent extinct 

1962, permission.) 
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extinctions are not known. 

of all factors 

of 
as well 

and local (as be
or bet\veen the forest-savanna and the pampas-

differences. Ivrartin (1958) climatic change 
'_H.>.ty".LU,JiLJVU the coincidence of extinction with the arrival of man 

time" In a later Martin and 
was for this of 

overkill." }\i[artin that early man may account for a major 
eDlSOlne of mid-Pleistocene extinction in central Africa. As ( notes, 

to demonstrate that there was such an 
or that man ",vas llVl . .l;:'.lU.lC for it, man cannot be the sole 

agent because there "vere v->HU . .LH.HHNi extinctions in North America 
and central before man arrived there, 

",vere various times and of extinction of mammals 
a selective factor was at work during 

which was common to many The record shows that this 
factor ",vas more and that it operated with 

of effectiveness in the same area at different times during the 
The contention (lVIartin, ].fartin and that 

cannot account for this record is belied many data. Changing 
climate appears to most of the puzzling features of the event, 
as well as extinctions earlier in the 

A KEY TO THE CAUSE? 

and earlier faunas lived in environments that \vere suited to large 
animals whose closest descendants are basically "tropical" in their requirements, 

in these same environments lived mammals that are now to cool or 
cold temperate climates. For example, the Rancho La Brea fauna (Stock, 1963) 
contains peccary, and tapir, together "dth bison and mammoth. The 
Seminole fauna of Florida ( has tapir, and sloth 
in addition to and mammoth, Although such faunal mixtures have been 
considered unique, and without paleoclimatic significance p. 396), 

all Pleistocene faunas at middle latitudes, as well as those of the later 
This was to A. R. 'Vallace ( voL 1, p. 

who that the Pliocene and younger of Europe shoyv that 

... the presence of numerous huge carnivora and ungulates (now almost wholly tropical) in the 
post-Pliocene period, was due to no exceptional or temporary cause, but vms the result of a 

2 The 
Colbert 
under 

many authors, References to the older literature are in 
and Simpson (1931). Current discussions are listed 

recent extinction 01' banishment 
have been some adequate cause. YyThat this cause ,Yi:U; we can only conjecture. 

areas, or have their nearest descendants 
"V'J~V"_~A. of the earlier Pleistocene floras and also 
times see 1928; et 
tocene Soboba flora of southern California 
like that at the 10\ver of 
flora contains 
South Atlantic states. The 

found near the coast in the Gulf and 
younger Bautista fauna includes 

and sloth, as "V ell as and horse In central 
California, the late Pliocene Sonoma 
associate of coast redwood forest . The 
Tehama formation a and a vertebrate fauna com-
posed of tortoise, sloth, and mastodon and Vander-
Hoof, 1931; VanderHoof, 1933). Such relations are not to California; they 
occur also in Japan, and as noted below, The data suggest that 
a change in the factor that explains the association of animals and of 
cal and requirements in and communities may be 
responsible for the widespread selective extinctions during the 

A1\TD BIOTIC C01VIPOSITION 

Darwin pointed out that equability (or "temperateness"; see 
accounts for the association of and animals 
represent widely disparate In his journal, dated June 9, 
(Darwin, 

that othen-vise 
we read 

Inhospitable as this climate [of Tierra del Fuego] appears to our feelings, evergreen trees 
flourish luxuriantly under it. Hummingbirds may be seen sucking the flovvers, and parrots feeding 
on the seeds of ·Winter's Bark, in Lat. 55°S, ... The native forests [near Lat. 45°S] almost rival 
in luxuriance those of the glowing innertropical regions. Stately trees of many kinds, .. loaded 
by parasitical monocotyledonous plants; large and elegant ferns are numerous, und arborescent 
grasses, . _ flourish .... An equable climate, evidently due to the large area of sea as compared 
with land, seems to extend over the greater part of the southern hemisphere; and as a conse
quence, the vegetation partakes a semi-tropical character. 

The belief that Pleistocene may have existed at sea level in middle lati
tudes under climate of hig>h equability also finds support in Darwin's observations 

p. 

In Europe, the most southern glacier vvhich comes down to sea level is met ,vith ... on the coast 
of Nonvay, in Lat. 67°. Now this is more than 20° of Lat., or 1230 miles, nearer the pole than 
the Laguna de San I{afaeL The position of the glaciers ... [in southern Chile] may be put even 
in a more strildng point of view, for they descend to the sea coast ·within 7%° of latitude, or 
450 miles, of a harbor where three species of Oliva, a Voluta, and a Terebra are the commonest 

,yithin less than go from where palms grow, within 4Y2° of a region vdlere jaguar and 



tree-ferns::l 

1~,yo decades later, D. Hooker 
travels: 

vol. 1, 

westwa.rd in 
degree of 

made similar nh"D"'TCd-~ 

... certain tropical geneTa are more abundallt in the temperate zone of the Sikkim mouutains 
tilis cIted 

conspicuoufl examples in the [figs], palms; plantains; and tree ferns. This HS(;pnt and prevalence 
of tropical species is due to the humidity and equability of the climate in this temperate zone, 
and is, perhaps) the direct consequence of these conditions, An application of the same laws 
accounts for the extension of similar features far beyond the tropical limit in the Southern 
Ocean, ... where, various natural orders, \vhic11 do not cross the 30th and 40th parallels of N. 
latitude, are extended to the 55th of S. latitude. 

is not it is a Hnd overlooked factor 
that controlled the faunas and floras p. 54). 

in the obseryations of Darwin and Hooker is the notion that equability 
relates to Since 

as \,Yell as to cold 
which affect life. rrhese have been 

contrast in the 

areas 

Clan's normal TT',-""lH2TI,n~T 

, 
"temperate

is a measure of the "\varmth of climate 
, and is determined from the mean tem

month. The Iyarmth of several 
-,-,~.cv,--,-,-,o~u" and Cloncurry, 

and Ushuaia, Tierra 
climate 

and ET 50.0oP and has an ideal 
or 100ve1' than or if the 

is less than ill 100. The 

climrrte 
U;JU~LH:O:' of the stations 

The E T and ,-~l of the 

in the statisti
and annual means of 

(1967), U shuaia would be A,'-nnn'{.lr1 

to ha-,e no more than 2 or the hours of the year Ivith +0""'''-'0-,0,.,+,-,,,,[,,,, 

~1nd thus has a climate of 57, read from than 
N om8 31) , ,vh8r8 the m,ean of the coldest month is 3°F; the nearest 
-..r:co",y,'" and tree ferns to Nome are inlVlexico and 

It is 1,vhich mixtures of and animals 
that otber'wIse are . 1'h18 relation may be further 

It is now known that on the ,yest coast of South Island, Xew Zealand, palms are within 1 
degree of glaciers, and tree fems are within 3-4 miles of them. 

c 
c 
o 
..: 
CD 
> 

<t 

20 40 60 80 

Aver. ann. range of temp. 

Fig. 2. Effective temperature (ET, radii) and equability (M, arcs) at seveml 
stations, including those referred to Darwin and Hoohe!. U shuaia and Nome are 
at edge of polar climate (ET 50°F) ; and Cloncurry, at margin of tropical 
climate (El' 64.4°F). Note pronounced equability at Bogota (M 90+). 

an additional 



; mosses, 

records for the forest at Huauchin~ 
the warmest and coldest 

58.4°F o But the mean 
of ill 69. By 
and the area 

as well as many 
mag-

and so are tropical mammalso Equability is much lower 
!JvJL v'-'-'--'-" or more of the hours of the year to 
essential absence in cloud foresto 3 illustrates temperature conditions in 
these areas of similar warmth radian but different equability (M, 

Under conditions of equability, are neither so high as to dis-
courage temperate forms, nor so low as the success of tropical ones. 

enables to be associated which otherwise \yould be confined 
to widely separate High equability accounts for the mixtures of tropi-
cal and plants and animals in the cloud forest of and also in the 
rich, mixed deciduous hardwood forest in the uplands of western Hupeh-Szechuan, 
which has much of the of the 1iiocene forests from the middle 
latitudes of Holarctica (see and 
Chu and 1950). In this region, which is subject to freezing, the 
forest has numerous evergreens, lianas, and epiphytes, and it also shelters tropical 
mammals, notably monkey, panda, and Thus, it is high equability-the ab-
sence of extrerlles of heat cold-which enables parrots to live at Punta Arenas 
and on in New Zealand, palms to live in a 
climate that is as "cold" as to survive near feet in the east-
ern within a stone's throw of subalpine conifer forest. equability 
not seems to account for the mixture of tropical and temperate plants and 
animals in the as \yen as in earlier but it also appears to explain 
the occurrence of tapir and mammoth at Rancho La of and porcu-
pine at Seminole, Florida, and of rhinoceros and with mastodon in 
France and Spain during timeo 

The role of equability in mammalian is the conditione;; 
under which the richest ungulate fauna has survived. The African fauna south 
of the Sahara has the of the Quaternary fauna of middle North America. 

4 Estimates from the normal frequency distribution underestimate the frequency of subfreezing 
tE'nlpeTat:urI38 in middle latitudes if the site is subjected to cold '.vaves. Observations from other 

Carolina lowland stations (Raleigh, 'Winston-Salem) indicate a frequency of subfreezing 
temperatures as high as 5 percenL 

lL. 
C 

;;:;.. 

:c 
C 
o 
E 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Aver. ann. range of temp. OF 

\ 

Fig. 3. A depicts mean monthly temperatures at 
Greenville, North Carolina, and at Huauchinango, Mex
ico, ana shoY1ts the gTeater equability of latter area. B 
plots the arcs) of the stations on the 
radian effective temperature at each 
locality. 
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Fig. 4. Effective temperature (ET, radii) and equability (M, arcs) at stations 
in Africa south of the Sahara where there is a rich ungulate fauna today, or 
,vhere it was at the time of white man's into the region. (For 
stations, see n. Note that stations with lower radii) have higher 
equability (M, arcs). For comparison, three stations in United States where 
tapir, ground sloth, and other large tropical mammals occurred in postglacial 
time are shown. Note that these stations have warmth similar to that in Africa, 
but equability (M) is much lower, <M 50. 

4. The Sudan ,vest of Lake Chad: I-Free
V--""'>..CkHV. 7-Zinder. The Sudan east 

: ll-Harar, 12-Addis 
16-Li breville. 

Tan-
25-
An-

In 
are very sensi

close to their limits of tolerance 
but are because there is sufficient or better) an absence of 
relative cold. Par with central conditions near fossil 
localities in the United States where or tapir have been 
rp,(~oraea In time are shown in figure 4. These areas have warmth 
radii) similar to that of stations in but 
lower. The data the inference that a climate of 
cal ractor that enabled and 
Quaternary and earlier 
elude that an occurrence such as 
pine and 
1958, p. 

>JvHUL.LL'-"Lv, Florida, is not paleC)Cllm.at:lC8,1l} 
eX"De(~taOle if is high-as it was. 

HIGH DURING TERTIARY TIME 

During most of the generally lower continents, lower mountain 
and marine embayments of moderate extent all contributed to a better distribution 
of warmth across the surface of the and hence to climatic moderation. Re
gional tundra, steppe, and desert climates were not yet in existence.B Under 
conditions of reduced climatic contrasts with latitude, was much 
higher over broad regions than it is thus enabling and temperate 

and anhnals r.niddle latitudes. 
occurrence of with temperate in Alaska and other 
areas above lat. 45° give rise to the notion that they lived under sub-
tropical climate pp. the condition of 
equability that accounts for these mixtures 
noted the modern forest at 
yet deciduous hardwoods live with it 
58) and equability 

As the trend to cooling climatic contrasts in-
creased and mammals were asso-
ciated well into the Miocene at middle latitudes. These mixtures into the 
Pliocene, though the numbers of 'were reduced to vU".i.lH~ 

is alone in the belief that the Arctic Basin and border areas sup-
ami cold temperate elimates the 'l"ertiary, and tundra 

~limate the middle and late Fm~sil evidence this bas not been pre-
sented. The available rGem'd implies climates were not so cold; and "were highly equable. 



age 
. In 

( Olson and is similar 
to the Gulf Coast and southern Great Plains faunas of the same 

taxa in the middle and 
do not obscure the faunal simi-

that existed then over much wider band of latitude than it does 
~~·~n·"A~'+ that the conditions of the set the 

of the 

not so 
situation was was 
"","'-"'""""":::"""'[H,I,,, lowered the successive , and it is this 
relation that appears to account for the several viJ.L"'\./U.\.~'" of mammalian extinction. 

DECRE-L1.SED TI1viE 
In the of 1vIartin (1958), and 

, and Martin and climatic change as a 
on extinction. Their evidence seems to rest on an inter-

~~,'~~s"'~v and climatic conditions under which the ground sloth 
lived in southern Nevada and Arizona after the la8t 

Caye east of Las and at Ram-
part and l\iauv caves, in the lower Grand east of Lake Arizona, the 

sloth was on shrubs that are dominant in the Nlohave and adjacent 
today. Hence they assert that climate ,vas much like that at present. 

there conditions were not like 
Some of this as well as evidence for climatic change in 

other areas, must now be revievired because it a basis for evaluating the 
cause, the different and the different of extinction which occurred 
in different areas during the 

1. The Cave (alt. ft) comes from a lmv desert basin where 
a LaTrea-F·ranseria community now dominates. Plants identified in the sloth dung 

and indicate that when the fauna lived there the vege-
Joshua and now live in the UCA, ,U,,",\."H 

a moister cErna te and also 

saltbush , cacti , and yucca 

deuce cooler and moister conditions 
by the flora from the on the floor of the cave .. It is this local 
area, desert conditions earlier than to the northwest and :yvest, 
where at the same time the 

The occurrence of 1"8-

mains in ancient wood rat middens at 
the ]Y'[ohave and desert area and 
Berger, . As to years ago, in the Frenchman Flat 
area north of Las woodland descended to an altitude of about 

feet belm'; its present lmver limit. Desert and seInidesert shrubs 
existed with the woodland over nmch of the area, as they do Joshua 
agave, and descended to feet in the Cave area, and to the 
same level in the }\/[ountains 25 miles northeast and 
As noted 50 miles southeast 

and Mauv caves in the lower Grand 
from the occurrence of juniper woodland in the 
shown the wood rat the absence of woodland in the lower 
Grand cave deposits clearly was a local feature. It may have resulted 
from the position of the sites in the canyon where may have 
been lower than in the area. This is implied the presence of 

in the cave at a of 18 inches and dated 
years earlier) and """,.,..,0",· in wood rat middens at about the 
same altitude in the area to the north. It seems that the sloths 
were attracted to the cave 

vhLVL~~". climate was not 
renee in southeastern l\!lohave Desert 

from the OCCUl'

of wood rat middens 
that also record the dovvnward of the zone 
and This is paralleled the occurrence of pine and juniper 

feet in the arid Turtle lVIountains of the southwestern 
a range where these trees do not live the 

is older ( ± 200 , it is symptomatic of the rapid climatic shift 
that was taking At a minimum, evidence from the wood rat 
middens stands of conifer woodland 
oYer the the higher divides most 

'-'Ll'J.LU.U"'- down close to the of the 

north of Las 
lvlohave DeBert or G.reat Basin 
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for 
all situated near localities that 

Fig. 5. Comparison of conditions in low desert 
with those inferred for late Pleistocene floras in 

remains of juniper woodland in wood rat middens . ..<.<\11 of them are about 10,000 
and occur in areas that receive 3.4 inches to 5.4 inches 

of For VV~H'J'-"~ 
ditions at localities that are in the lower ""nrr'Qy> 

Calif) ; 

about of 

not yet in v-''-.He> CV.U.""'J, 

tures would decrease the annual range of 
ity may have been near 55-56 as 'AJJlHI--'LL!. 

today. 
2. A iJLi';LJ.J.H'-'LLU'~ 

Brea, where 
ecologic GlDC"AJLUJ.la", 

muricata) , 
coast from San Simeon to ~'~'V~LCVL 

and thus increase 
with 111 47-48 the low desert 

the record at Rancho La 
occur in the tar 

and 

dicates conditions like those in interior southern California near San Bernardino 
where and walnut nOYl occur . Desert-border lizards 
(Brattstrom, and a desert shrew from the tar 
sumably were with live 
The climatic contrasts bet,veen the former the last 
and the latter time rare in-

6. Present conditions at Rancho La Brea are the 
average for Culver and Los Angeles, situated 7 miles east and 
4 miles southwest of the tar pits, That equability was sharply reduced 
during the Altithermal (= Xerothermic is also evident from discontinuous 
distributions of desert and desert-border plants in southern California 
occur relict sites in the coastal sUYTounded more cooler 
vegetation which with climatic moderation after the Altithermal 
1966,p. 

3. The Pleistocene plant record in In 
sia, and the Iyfeditel'ranean area indicates that 
climates had than those of Wisconsin-Wiirm and later times. For 
instance, the Pleistocene Coso pollen record from Owens area east of 
the Sierra Nevada a rich, yellow pine forest like that now on the wind-
ward side of the and of desert and 
desert-border """,,.',,,,Drn<>Yl1·N 

• 7 The exact of the juniper community has not been established. It 
mterglacial of Wisconsin. Even so, floristic evidence (Axelrod, 1966, pp. 
nature of the change suggested here. 

. The Monterey pine cone and 
Yield numerous extinct mammals 1960) and birds 
the pine cone was recovered is known, 
dump its stratigraphic position also is uncertain. 
tUberculata) from pit 9 at a of 12.5 feet is not 
feet is older than 40,000 years wood at a depth 
Libby, p. 

It is to re2Tetted that the precise age of the eC()lOj~'lc:aUJ 
Brea cannot be They are represented only 
be used for dating. 

significant plants at Rancho La 
specimens, and thus cannot 
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20 40 60 
Ave. ann. range of temp. 0 F 

late Plels-
tocene and of mean 
monthly temperature as inferred from modern stations ,,-ith vegeta
tion like that at Rancho La Brea 'shieh the late vYisconsin 
and Xerothermie period. -'"''-ii uaUlLH 

B. showing n+Toni-n,n 

(ill, arcs) same arrows 
HH",,~va,C">!"" general direction of climatic change 

flora iTom Lac Ichkeul Ilear 
}\1:aison-Carree flora near ~~~"'.L'_L0 

La'urus that now live in the where 
is high, as \vell as members of the distributed :ThIediterranean oak 

zone and a few Oriental relicts 1953; see . La1irus 
cancwiensis In 

. Faunal evidence in the :Thledi-
.LUt-UH.LUUCLO, now found only 

the :Th1editerranean Basin and 
Zenner, 1959; 

was eliminated from the 
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:I( MENTION HISTORIQUE 
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Fig. Distribution of eleplll:mt in Saharan region during postglacial time as judged from 
fossil evidence, paintings, and historical records (from Mauny, 1957). 

water in the area at these times is .lHLfJ·ULVU. the presence of relict colonies of 
freshwater fish and crocodiles of affinity at water holes in the mid-Saharan 

Tibesti massifs) region pp. 76). Furthermore, 
baboon and red monkey have relict colonies in the AIr and Tibesti massifs, well 
isolated from their occurrences to the south of the Sahara 6). 
In some of the fossil finds in the 

and giraffe, are dated 
old 

Paleobotanical evidence 1965; Butzer, indi-
cates that the last fJV>O>Ll".l.U·V..i.C ...... time the central Saharan region 

Fig. 8. Distribution of giraffe in the Saharan region during postglacial time as judged from 
fossil evidence, rock paintings, and historical records (from Mauny, 1957). 

area the earlier 
tains, where elements of 
forest and woodland are recorded from "'V'--~~H.LVH.ULC.L 
feet et 

(10 inches annual 
arid sites. These estimates re'or~~se:nt 
fossil fauna (giraffe, elephant, 
large animals that demand water 
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60 

9. Effective temperature Tadii) and equability (M. 
at stations in ",vestern region today (text 

gives stations). Large mammals (rhinoceros, giraffe, elephant) 
now found south of the Sahara lived in the ,vestern Mediterra-
nean region into Neolithic and relicts of that fauna 
(monkey, lion, cattle) still in this highly temperate 
region. For comparison, present conditions are sho,vn for seveTa} 
SahaTan stations where a rich ungulate fauna existed into N eo-
lithic a fauna that lived under conditions more nearly like 
those now the ,,;estern Meditenanean region, to judge from 
associated £ioras. 

IVIediterranean :flora and HLCUHHU-C.L fauna to the more 
parts of the and also to the northwest-to the moister west 

occur \V-ith the same 

the Hfmcho 
that occur in the fossil faunas of the \vestern l\ieditcrranean Basin. 

also shmvs at s8yeral stations the Saharan 

that now 

The fossils 
sheep) ,yith those of >.JV,",ClJ>.J..V>.-'. 

key) . 
phant does not range north of southernmost 
the southeast China wild ox is of a the tapir is in 
the tropics; the extinct of deer represent genera now in the 
bear is also and similar to one in the Pleistocene at Choukoutien. 
S0111e of the other mammals of southern affinity also occur at 

bamboo rat, and "\Yater which shmys that they were indigenous to 
The on the fossil bones refer to many of the and 

they also slimv that bamboo was common, neither the bamboo nor the baInboo 
the Ri\,~er 1 1vhich is situated 500 miles south. 

-,'Q·".,-.,O(",.,..,-t common hardwoods 
but none refer to the conifers (pine, 

spruce, in the foothills there and 

trasts are 

The minimum climatic COTl

in the central 
miles south of 

Ho. It is that 

of the fossil floras and fannas 

of the hours 
58°F) 

the conditions 500 miles 

that 



mesothermal subhurnid clinwtes 

Aver. ann. 

Fig. 10. Climatic differences between Kaifeng (near Anyang, China) and Yangtze 
River area (Hankow, Ichang, Engshih). Large animals now in latter area, and also 
well to south, lived 500 miles north at Anyang during Yin period, Shan Dynasty 
(3,350-3,000 years ago) . 

subhumid climates are inferred for the Climates of medium equability 
to those of the present can be inferred only for the 

latest part of the sequence. All mammalian faunas of interglacial 
ages indicate more moderate winters than at present. 
either mammalian or molluscan, could have survived the sum-
mers and cold \vinters: climates of less extremes, 
and hence of greater notes that land snails like those 
now at high altitudes in the on the Great Plains only 

the Wisconsin. Like the rodents and other indicate cooler 
summers and a lower annual r<mge of than at any time in 
the Pleistocene. Thus the seasonal contrasts that are a Wisconsin and 

rocks of the have been conside'red late 
), their radiometric age indicates that are 

and transitional 1l..ftonian-Kansan.8 The floras represent conifer and 
forests like those now on Hokkaido and in 

whereas the fossil sites are at lat. 64°·-65°N in 
region of continuous of the 

Iron Creek ",,--'-<Nv"'<'"UAv.ue 

which indicate much warmer seas than at near as does 
forest ],tEld climate in the Arctic 

is also indicated a flora. from Banks 
Island, lat. 1956). It represents a conifer hardwood forest 
similar to those now in the upper Great Lakes area or on yet the site is 
200 miles north of the tree line 

These records support the that the ages the 
Arctic Ocean may not have been permanently frozen. \Vith an open polar sea in 
,,,'inter most of the year), much more water vapor would be to the 
air because it would have been fairly cold and therefore When the air left 
the ocean it would be thoroughly charged with water vapor which would greatly 
increase the and of the atmosphere 
over landmasses around the basin. the land was still the source of 
the coldest the humid air would not have allowed so a radiational 
cooling, With a greenhouse effect and a more favorable topography, 
climates associated with the earlier were characterized 
higher than vVisconsin timeo The open Arctic Ocean also 

much of the snovvfall that caused the widest extent of continental 
tion. epochs the largest ice sheets, they 
were associated with climates of 
nary, The conditions of 

than those of the later 
characterized the north-

ern hemisphere 
present occurrence of 
Island, N ew LJ'-''-''.U~''''.L'A, 
by Danvin 

As the Pleistocene 
continents 

as recorded 

frozen polar seas 

... "T'().,.tPr! by Hopkins et al, (1965) is of Pleisto
at 2.3 million years (Evernden et al., 

Pleistocene faunas on Lhe Great Plains, -which are Aftoniun to 
et al.; 1965). . 
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Ror~E OF 

Basin. Periods of lowered c:qna-
account for most of the of 

EXTINCTION 

on the 

seem to 
constant food 

of their range. For the including buffalo, 
, "\yildebeest (black and brown), 

puku, bush buck, 
and 

a on 
written comm., . As distance from the central equatorial savanna 

the calving season becomes more marked owing to the longer 
and also to decreased vmrmth. Although the young are very 

vulnerable for some follO\ving birth, in areas of 
and sufficient moisture would climatic stress result in mass mortality from criti
cally high or low temperatures, or from severe drought. This relation appears to 

the on the African plateau of a rich ungulate fauna that 
has remained unchanged since the Pliocene. The African savannas are 

within the zone, and well removed from extremes of temperature 
or severe drought. Furthermore, the fauna on the central plateau ft) 
inhabits an area that has high to pronounced equability today (fig. 4), and no 
doubt the and earlier. Thus, as compared with the United 

and southern South there was relatively little 
extinction of the African fauna after the last glacial, and probably 
earlier to from the available record: D it was removed from the 
theater of climatic \vas decreased equability. 

Recall now that during Pliocene and earlier' times was high, enabling 
animals to have a \vide ",veIl into latitudes. 

Under conditions of high equability and heavier rainfall over the savanna and 
regions, most large mammals, \vhich presumably bred only once a year, 

"vere somewhat seasonal in their habits, much a8 they are today 
in mating is 

reports that a major period of extinction coincides with Achulean culture in 
disagrees, however, and points out that there is good faunal and 

geological evidence more remote age. Leakey also notes that it was chiefly the larger 
mammals-the giant forms-which died out at that time. He also emphasizes that "the animals 
that needed the number of calories suffered while their contemporaries survived 
into the Furthermore, he the of change was a time 
of (end of Bed IV time) and a time (see discussion below) 0 

and there "\vas. As noted 
fauna did the first of the 

mammal fauna became extinct at the close of the second and so on 
. In order to show that there is a direct relation between 

of in different of extinction 
it is necessary to recall the effects that severe 

weattler may have on biota. 

LARGE NIAl\lJ.\IiILS 

cold.-Increased cold is 
and southern distribution of occasional freeze kills trees 

at the northern of the cloud forest in I\ilexico et 
463), controls the northern limit of redwood in California-southwestern 
(MacGinitie, , and is the critical factor the northern distribu-
tion of plants in the Sonoran desert and -'--'-A.H.'-'n.H~.' 

At the eastern margin of that about 200 miles south of the Lehner, -'--'>-.L.LL<'J.LU_L, 

site l,;vhere mastodon and tapir lived 
coa ti, and other mammals occur today 

peccary, 
inhabit 

short-tree forest and the adjacent oak zone, and occur in an area where 
are common, 1vith trunks 5-6 feet in height and up to 10 inches in diameter 
Rees, written comm., . These mammals do not survive conditions 
only 200 miles north because equability is lower there; cold 
waves periodically kill much of the tropical biota that may become established 
temporarily in the 

Blizzards on the Great Plains and in the Great Basin may snow so 
that cattle starve on the range, and temperatures low that they freeze. 
In 1965 the loss of antelope young 
Antelope southeastern 
thirty-six hour of cold rain in early 
winter season of 1904-05 on St. La,vrence 
stormy, with high winds and 10\v 
of the mature deer and 55 of the reindeer fav,'1ls died from cold. "When 
born, the fawns were licked after v\'hieh they dO\yn, only to be 
covered the snow and deserted the mother 'who moved off with the 

in the face of the . Blanfield ( that in 
June, 1947, a blizzard caused 80 pereent loss of the reindeer calf crop in the 
~~HU,'-A-.LU.U Arctic. Repeated and and rain; may form a 
snow crust so hard that caribou, deer, and reindeer can not paw it to 
reach and thus starve 1951; 



appearance of the cold waves 
the later ones) would had. 

mammals. 
and at times of storm. In snow-covered areas some large 

mammals would be unable to reach under the snow and ice crust, and either 
starve or freeze to death. For those that had survived the new "\vinter eonditions 
and had mated in the late summer or and summe; 
could be a time of mass The calves 'would be vulnerable to snmvs and 
cold well into late spring and summer (see Appendix). This "out of 

results from mating habits not adapted to pro-
young at a time for survival. 

The fossil record 8ho,vs that the of extinction "vas not in rl,·I-+~·_~._.L 

at the same times during the This inequality may be explained 
the selective role of equability with to local conditions. For instance, the 

late Pliocene faunas of central Europe (Thenius, and the central United 
States et were about equally rich in mammals. The 
first resulted in fully 50 percent extinction in Europe as compared 
with about 30 percent in the United States. The European fauna vms largely 
-t-",Cl""""An behind the barrier and could not escape the cold equability) 

ice sheets, whereas the American fauna could shift southward to 
areas of higher equability and hence would sustain fewer losses, 

Regional differences in equability also seem to explain the different aspects of 
the faunas north and south of the Alps. During the last glacial age the fauna 
north of the Alps had a more "modern" aspect than the fauna to the south (see 

. In the north only three of some thirty-two genera are extinct, but 
in the Mediterranean area there were a number that are now exotic or ex-

'<.U.'C'-'-U.'UI..'-.LL"'- hippopotamus, and others that are now 
south of the Sahara. Colder climate in the north-a climate of lo"\ver 

V--UH>\' accounts for the more modern aspect of the "Vurm fauna in that 
area: the "relicts" were eliminated there at an earlier date. It is apparent that 
the Alpine belt sheltered the l\1editerranean Basin from cold air masses to the 

much as it shelters the area of southern today, which has a climate 
of higher equability and supported relicts of the African fauna into historic time. 

The effects of colder weather may be local ecologic conditions. For 
.l..l..l.""U.l.l.v'v, it has been found that removal of forest cover results in higher mortality 
in game at times of severe cold than in areas ,yhere the cover has not been 
removed 'written comm., ' On this it seems reasonable to 
suppose that forest and forest-border mammals might 
find shelter in the with those to the open 

T'l1is the differential the 

evergreen 

where there are wider ranges of 
or else are very rare there. 

of cloud forest in 

deep, sheltered 
rounding forests. It is 
equability (see fig. , somewhat more severe cold on the 
in the shelter of the forest may account for the of extinction of 
large mammals in the former area during IJv""~'.l.av.l("d 

Effect hotter, more climate of the Alti-
thermal (= Xerothermic) brought heat, and stress. Similar 
sodes occurred earlier in the though they evidently were not so severe 
as the postglacial trend toward Such a trend has a bearing on the 
of extinction because the amount of determines the of 
plants and the numbers of large 
animals reflect its influence on 
ve:[e1:atIOJ1., For ) as annual decreases from 
about 32 inches at the east margin of the Edwards to less than 12 
inches at its west 400 miles distant, densities of deer also de-
crease-from about ten to fifteen per 100 acres in the east to less than two per 100 
acres in the west. Field estimates show extremely high years of 
drought and food and much lower mortality after the 
In when ",vas less than half the average and the range was 
in poor losses amounted to as much as 52 of the with star-
vation the primary cause. In of more extreme drought, the percentage of 
loss of young would no doubt rise . 

to Martin ( would not be a 
critical factor in survival because to suitable areas, 
as in the SOO-mile annual migration of vvildebeest from the desertic 
Plains to the humid shores of Lake Victoria, Talbot and Talbot 
show that as wildebeest leave for ",vater and food areas as the 
movement follows an .l..I.u.r,.L'-",,~.v.u. route. The 
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Fig. 11. The relationship of population levels of deer in the Llano Basin to annual 
precipitation of the preceding year (from 'l'eer et al'

J 
1965). -

rain much 

be(3a11Se they haye highly specific 
side are eating 

grass (Talbot 
v{ildUfe 

coexist in high numbers without r.vn'~,ne~,~~,..., any 
If rains are or do not v'n.~U.LLLIA'v. then 

for many different grazers, and drinking 
VV""~u.JL""',"n..LO of severe, drought 
may have been able to migrate to other water 

but the young of many alliances would perish, either from lack of 
from excessive or from starvation due to shortage of forage. 

SOUTH OAK CREEK 
(22 deer days per acre) 

CREEK 
per acre} 

HEASTON 
(23 deer days per acre) 

WINTER LOSS 
(percent) 

BROWSE PER DEER DAY 
(pounds green weight) 

~ Poor browse 

Fig. 12. ·Winter deer losses are inversely related to the amount 
of available bro,yze (from Robinette et oZ., 1952). 

relief) still and \vhere evidence suggests a vvider distribution 
for forest and woodland In well into time 
1963; 1963; Butzer, 

In middle North drought "vas a 
mammals of plains and forest-border habitats. Relict 

areas \vithin the desert relict iUJLS\J-H.HAdCHLLHAd 

like the islands of 

an of 
broviTZers and grazers would on supply. The argument 

is deer 1l1.ortality and range condition studies made in Utah after the 
winter of 1948-49 et ) the severest on record to the 
United States Weather Bureau. Studies of three deer ranges shovved that winter 
deer loss varied \vith supply. Herd losses of 9) and 42 percent 
were determined for the three areas forage inventories had had 

"""·''''''''.,.7 57, and 9 po1-mds of green forage at the start of winter for each 
of use (fig. , As winter commenced much of the forage was made Ull-



many deer 
areas of environment 

vation and extinction of mammals. 
of natural range would lead to star-

Evidence that the chief role in extinction was a COffi

faunal com
climates were present earlier, 

were not. Recall now the trend to postglacial 
areas which would localize populations, 

to confinement of decreased pre-
of on this situation 

a of severe winters such as occur sporadically even Appendix), 
and were more in the past-then it should not be to find that 

low 
late 

Most adults fell to the absence of 
to its snow), or to 

cold snaps and blizzards in 
were born "too In a where 

SMALL MAMMALS 

a clue to the survival of small mammals. In North 
nonvolant genera recorded as which .'-'-U.Lh'-'U. 

to the last survived to the present for 
. These small mammals ind ude of the 

Hibbard et 
genera 

Sorex "... .. ........ ,', ..... long-tailed shrew 
Bassariscus .. .. .. . .. .... .. ...... .. , ..... ringtail cat 
Peromyscus .................. , , . white-footed mouse 

Sciurus . , ..... , .. .. . . . .. .. .. ... ........ tree squirrel 
CitelZU8 .................................. ground squirrel 
Vulpes . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .., ......................... fox 

SCapan1.IS .. "."................ 'western mole .Martes . ........ " . " .......... marten, fisher 

perogrulthu3 ..... ". .. "..... pocket 
Onychornys ...... . ..... j;;IicLSSliUI0;J,or 

Ochotona . " ........ '" ... , pika 
Baio1Wys ...... 

Bladna Short-tailed shre'w N eotoraa ... ".,. .".. " .......... ,yood rat 

Notiosorex 

. least shrew 
. . """ desert shrew 

Mustela· . . . . . .. , ............. weasel, mink 

Lynx ... "."., .. """""""'" . 
Taxida .... , .... ,', ......... , ... 0 • " badger 
Marmota ,."........ . marmot 
Castor , ... " .... ,., ..... ,....... . beaver 
Thorfl.omys , ....... , . , . 0 western p-ocket gopher 
SI;gTtlOdon , .. ' 0 ••••• ,. """'" cotton rat 
Reith7'odontorays . , .. , .. , ..... harvest mouse 
Zapus .. , .................. jumping mouse 
Synaptomys ........ 0 ••••••••• bog lemming 
Cynomys ................. 0 0 ••••• prairie dog 
M icrosorex " 0 •• , .................. , shrew 
Gulo .. ".. wolverine 
Dipodomys . ... . .. , ............. kangaroo rat 
Ondatra .. ,........ . ..... , ..... ,. muskrat 
Phenacomys ................ 0 0 ... phenacomys 
Microtus .......... ,....... .......... vole 
Pedomys ............ " ....... prairie vole 
Yitymys ........... , ..... , , ....... , . pine vole 

Procyon" ., ... , ..... , .. , .... " ., ...... ~faCGOll 
SpiZogaZe ". . ,. ..... . .... spotted skunk 

Geomys .. . . . . . . . .. .. eastern pocket gopher 
Scalopus ......... 0 • , ............ eastern mole 
ParGscalopus ........... , , .' hairy-tailed mole 
ill cp h'itis . . . . • .. " ...... 0 •• 0 striped skunk 
Tamias . " ......... 0 ••• , eastern chipmunk 
Ta1niascillrU8 . , , , .............. red squirrel 
Clctht'ionorays .. , . , , , .. . redback vole 
Dasypus ................. 0 ....... , armadillo 
Didelphis .............. . ....... opossum 
Conepatus ................. hog-nosed skunk 
Gluacomys ...... 0 •••• 0 , •••••• flying squirrel 
Orozomys . . . . . . . . .. . ............. rice rat 
Condylma ..... ....... , ... starnose mole 
Aplodonf'a ............ ........... sewellel 
E,~taral:as .......... , ..... western chipmunk 
Cmtoeg01nys , ........ Mexican pocket gopher 
Liomys ............. Mexican pocket mouse 
Dicrostonys ... , ...... , ... collared lemming 
Napaeozap't!s , ..... woodland jumping mouse 

These small mammals 1:LD01:LreIll survived the of crisis which affected 
their ~v,,~~:-,~~ factors Bar-

of seyere weather: (1) 
live in caves and dens or holes in trees, or 

build nests or houses; (2) have short they mate in or 
late spring so that climate and food will be favorable for the young, and under 
\'ery favorable conditions may breed several times . Thus their 
mating habits as ,Yell as the habitats occupy enable them to sun;ive late 
,J nne, severe cold waves. the habits oE 
many of them make it to survive times of severe it has 
been their behavioral (daily and seasonal) and P.',,,, 'U~It' 

>J~V'~Vt~~v tolerance of extremes, that 
to escape "~HH"'lr',, of severe heat or cold or and have survived times of 
decreased 

SUI\lflVIARY 

Since Darwin's various have been offered to account for the 
extinction of numerous mammals, grazers, and their 

uenenClern carnivores and scayengers. This event \vas not for there \vere 
of faunal turnover the The same factor 

accolUlts for all these recurrent times of extinction. 
'\Vallace out that the faunas are similar In COmT)05ntl.on 

are 



1\,fod81'n studies of mass 
and occur in late summer, the young, 
in late summer to and thus die of ccld. in severe 
winters sumv seals off food and adults and young both either from 
starvation or cold. These relations appear to most of the of 

extinction. 
With a trend to areas of favorable food would be reduced in result-

in overpopulation and hence on the range. Shortage of grass and 
reduced to insufficient moisture and to would lead to 

with cold severe losses could be These 
much postglacial at a time 1vhen drought 

i\Tas more extreme than and when equability was cOllBiderably lower. 
The African fauna In modified form on the savannas because 

it was removed from major climatic change owing to its equatorial position, 
and because the plateau has had high equability the Quaternary. In 
other differences in degrees of extinction seem to reflect local differences 

The occurrence of more numerous exotic and extinct genera in the 
fauna of the l\lediterranean Basin as compared with central 
1vas due to the protection afforded the former area the Alps, 

it a climate of . 'rhe loss of 50 of mammals 
in central as compared with 30 percent in North America during the first 
glacial probably owes to the trapping of the former fauna behind the Alpine bar
rier, whereas the latter could migrate south. Greater extinction of the late Quater
nary fauna on the pampas and steppe, as compared with 
that in the adjacent forest and forest-border environment, is probably owing to 
the higher equability in the shelter of the forest. 

The small-mammal fauna survived "\yithout displaying important of 
extinction, chiefly because of the habitats they occupy and the seasonal and daily 
habits they follow. li',;e in areas ( dens, caves, burrows, nests), 
commonly store food, and mate in spring so that the young start life during a 
season of nonstress. 

]Han's activities, resulting in oYergrazing and overpopulation of natural range 
and cattle the several appear to account 

for the extinction of relict populations of mammals and for the rn"",,.,,,_ 

tion of range of others. 

helpful comments conC i8I'I1UJla 

to the nomogram he constructed. 
The J.1H",.LCUO'0L 

ll"n',,,r-;c,n construc-
Clarence 

as an 
my studies of floras in 

National Science Foundation 



New York were immobilized snowstorms; 
"-"LL,...'-'AA, snow blanketed areas from 

as low 
,Yntcn'1~D"r and Saltillo south to Ivlex-

of 

SUMMER SKIPPED NEW ENGLAND IN 1816's 
FAMOUS COLD YEAR 

Summer never came at all in the dismal year of "eighteen-hundred-and-froze-to-death.n 

cold to 

The spring of 1966 was nothing compared to that of 1816. The weather 150 years ago 
turned New England into a frigid disaster area, the National Geographic Society says. 

Heavy frosts were recorded every month, 1:t blizzard struck in June, ice storms coated trees :in 
July, birds froze, hundreds of cattle and sheep died, crops failed, farmers perished in snowdrifts. 

Scholars variously blamed a volcanic eruption and sunspots for the cold, bleakly speculating 
what ,vauld happen if "the sun should become tired of illuminating this gloomy planet." 
January in June 

Curiously, the cold year started 'with an unseasonably warm January, according to the Old 
Farmer's Almanac. Three days in May also were abnormally warm. In Salem, Massachusetts, the 
temperature rose to 101 degrees on May 23. 

In June, things changed drastically. Salem's temperature dropped from 92° to 42" overnight. 
It snowed in many parts of the state. On June 7 a foot of snow blanketed ,\Villiamstown. 

During the next few days, there were severe frosts every night as far south as Virginia. Snow 
fell all across New England, in New Y or k, and Ohio. 

On June 15, the Danville (Vermont) North Star reported that "on the night of the 6th water 
froze an inch thick, and on the night of the 7th and morning of the 8th a kind of sleet or ex
ceedingly cold snow fell, attended by high wind, and measured in places where it drifted 18 to 20 
inches in depth .... The shoots of leaves of forest trees which were just putting forth, and corn 
and garden vegetables that were out of the ground were mostly killed." 

A Vermont farmer ventured out in the midst of the storm to tend his sheep. As he 'went out 
the door, he said jokingly to his vrife) "If I am not back an call the neighbors and start 
them after me. June is a bad month to get buried in the snow." Three days later searchers found 
his frozen body. 
Orioles in Kitchen 

So many birds were frozen that relatively few "vere seen in New· England the next few years. 
One farmer regularly brought orioles into his kitchen to warm them up. 

In many parts of New England y the vital corn crop failed. Those who managed to raise some 
food helped their neighbors. The inscription on a gravestone in Ashland, New Hampshire, reads: 
"Son of a Revolutionary Soldier, a pioneer of this to,vn. Cold Season of 1816 raised 40 bushils 
of wheat on this land which kept his family and neighbours from starveation," 

The sun that chill year of 1816 rose every morning red and rayless, as in a cloud of smoke, 
Scientists thought the sun may have been obscured by a globe-girdling cloud of volcanic dust 
thrown up by the tremendous eruption of Tamboro, in the East Indies) in April of the year before, 

Dudley Leavitt, a 19th-century astronomer and almanac maker, attributed the "mather to a 
large number of sunspots. Present-day meteorologists speculate that 80 combination of volcanic 
dust and sunspots may indeed have caused ileighteen-hundred-and-froze-to-death." 

(Sources for release on "GOLD YEAR" of 1816: Why the Weather? by Brooks OWl' American 
Weather by Kimble; The Connecticut, Hard; The lJJen'imaclc, Holden; Old Farmer's Almanac, 
1966.) 
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